4-19-12 Spring Time Fresh Class
By Heather Heroldt
Mixed Bunch For You
Landscape card base in Whisper White CS, Everyday
Enchantment DSP layer at 5 ¼” x 4”. Whisper White and
Lucky Limeade CS scrap.
Paper pierce entire perimeter of DSP using Piercer Pack.
Pop dot to card base.
On Whisper White scrap, stamp and stamp off two Peach
Parfait blossoms, and stamp off one in Poppy Parade. Treat
lower right envelope front corner same way (see pic!) Punch
blossoms with Punch Blossom punch. Stamp sentiment
border onto scrap in Lucky Limeade, add sentiment in black
and punch with Modern Label punch. Layer with Mover &
Shapers matching shape, and add two tiny pearls at either
end. Punch one flower from Lucky Limeade using 5-Petal
Flower punch, and clip apart petals for leaves as shown.
Glue down Poppy Parade and lighter Peach Parfait
blossoms as shown, pop dot remaining blossom and add
large pearl to center. Add leaf shapes, and pop dot
sentiment as shown.

Mixed Bunch Birthday
Top fold portrait card base in Soft Suede, with nested frames scored
using Simply Scored tool. Scrap in Whisper White, Pear Pizzazz, Pool
Party & Daffodil Delight.
Stamp blossom onto Whisper White scrap in Melon Mambo, as well as
lower right corner of envelop front. Punch out using Punch Blossom
punch, as well as one blossom shape in Pool Party. Punch 5-Petal
Flower shape from Pear Pizzazz, and clip apart to use as leaves. Stamp
blossom center on Daffodil Delight scrap and punch out.
Punch Daffodil Delight strip using Dotted Scallop Ribbon Border punch,
adhere to card front towards bottom. Adhere Pleated Satin ribbon over
scallop trim so that only bottom edge shows using Tombow runner. Pop
dot Pool Party blossom down as shown, straddling the ribbon
embellishment, then pop dot stamped blossom on top of that rotated as
shown. Pop dot flower center over all. Glue down “leaves” as shown.
Stamp sentiment in Whisper White craft ink, using Stamp-A-Ma-Jig, then
sprinkle with emboss powder and heat emboss.
Adhere Daffodil button to flower center with glue dot, add adhesive
rhinestone to top, and under sentiment.

Tea Shoppe Card
Landscape card base in Whisper White, Concord Crush
layer at 4 ¼” x 3 ¼”, Whisper White layer at 4” x 3”. Cup
stamped on 4” x 1 ¼” strip of Whisper White. Cheerful Treat
DSP cut into ½” strips, as well as adhered to envelope flap.
Use Square punch to flag clip the three DSP strips (stack
them together and punch all at once for uniformity.) Adhere
“flags” to Whisper White layer.
Stamp cups onto Whisper White strip in Luck Limeade, and
an extra onto scrap of center cup. Fussy cut out center cup
from scrap, and pop dot to strip.
Punch two Dotted Scallop Ribbons from Concord Crush,
adhere to back of strip so that small border shows at top and
bottom of strip. Adhere strip to Whisper White layer, then
adhere that to Concord Crush layer. Stamp sentiment at
lower right corner of layers, this one is easy to align by eye.
Pop dot layers to card front.
Punch tiny blossom from Melon Mambo and adhere to
center cup, add adhesive pearl accent.
Adhere DSP to envelop flap and trim.

Summer Smooches Love Note Set
Box:
Assemble Box in Daffodil Delight from Bigz XL Fancy
Favor die. Wrap with Summer Smooches DSP strip,
then Daffodil Delight seam binding ribbon over that.
Punch 5 different Scallop Circles from same DSP, mist
all with water and wad up to provide some dimension.
Stack smoothed circles, center-pierce with awl and clip
together with Summer Smooches fabric brad. Add Little
Leaves sizzlet shape to box front, pop dot flower
assembly over that.
Cards:
Score 5” square DSP for envelopes. Using a square
punch, clip out triangle folds, and assemble.
Alternatively, glue DSP to flaps of white envelopes and
trim.
Using markers, color various Bright Blossoms image
stamps as shown and stamp to card fronts. Stamp
Fabulous Phrases sentiments on Whisper White scrap
and punch out with Word Window.
Adhere sentiments to card fronts as shown and trim ends as needed. Add other embellishments as shown, buttons,
rhinestones, ribbon, etc. Trim out Whisper White tag shape from Lot of Tags Label 1 sizzlet set , stamp sentiment, and
stamp off smooch accent as shown. Layer over Rich Razzleberry tag, and adhere to box front as desired.

